ProtoNode Protocol Converters

We currently offer six (6) different part numbers for the ProtoNode protocol converters:

- BP-0000-0477 (PROTOCOL_CONVERTER,ENVI-BACNET)
- BP-0000-0468 (PNL,PROTOCOL_CONVERTER,ENVI-BACNET)
- BP-0000-0478 (PROTOCOL_CONVERTER,ENVI-METASYS_N2)
- BP-0000-0469 (PNL,PROTOCOL_CONVERTER,ENVI-METASYS_N2)
- BP-0000-0479 (PROTOCOL_CONVERTER,ENVI-LONWORKS)
- BP-0000-0470 (PNL,PROTOCOL_CONVERTER,ENVI-LONWORKS)

This was originally structured this way because the manufacturer/supplier of this device, FieldServer, sold 3 separate devices:

- 26-0000-0643 (CONV,PROTOCESSOR,BACNET,)
- 26-0000-0644 (CONV,PROTOCESSOR,METASYS_N2)
- 26-0000-0645 (CONV,PROTOCESSOR,LONWORKS)

It has come to my attention that FieldServer has consolidated this down to 2 devices:

- ProtoNode for BACnet OR Metasys N2
- ProtoNode for Lonworks ONLY

Because of this change, the BP-478 protocol converter part number is no longer needed and can be satisfied with the BP-477 part number. Also, the BP-469 panel part number is no longer needed and can be satisfied with the BP-468 part number. With this in mind, effective immediately, the following changes are to be implemented:

- **OBSOLETE** part number BP-0000-0478
  - **REFERENCE** part number BP-0000-0477 in the notes as a suitable replacement.

- **OBSOLETE** part number BP-0000-0469
  - **REFERENCE** part number BP-0000-0468 in the notes as a suitable replacement.

- **OBSOLETE** part number 26-0000-0644
  - **REFERENCE** part number 26-0000-0643 in the notes as a suitable replacement.
Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions.

Best regards,

Luke Wonnell | Fabricated Systems Engineering Manager
Harsco Industrial, Patterson-Kelley
155 Burson Street
East Stroudsburg, PA USA 18301
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